That’s us

Your system partner for industrial parts cleaning
Healthy growth

- Development of revenues 1989 - 2012

Development of revenues from 1989 to 2012, showing steady growth with a significant increase in the later years.
Strong competence
Consultation & Conception

- Qualified engineers with a training in metal working trade
- Comprehensive requirements analysis
- Individual adapted concepts
- Honest answers!
Sample washes

- Detailed tests for appointment of the ideal combination
Research and development

- Individual solutions for cleaning tasks
- Sensor technology
Production

- Own manufacturing & installation
- Experienced employees: Special Know-How in the cleaning technology
- Intensive test phases & implementing at BvL
Programming & cabinet engineering

- Complete programming and commissioning
- Own cabinet engineering
- E-Planning
- Machine cabling
Transport

- Reliable handling of delivery
Service

Durable securing of equipment availability by:

- Annual maintenance
- Quick delivery of service quantities
- Repair
Certificates
Production standards

- DIN EN ISO 9001:2008
- VDA 6, part 4 – manufacturers of production resources (Automotive Industry Association e.V.)
- Specialised company to WHG
- CE conformity under directive 2006/42/EG, IIA
Partnerships & awards
BvL as a system supplier

- System supplier ZF Friedrichshafen
- John Deere „Supplier Award“ 2011
- Q1 supplier Deutsche Bahn (issued 2002)
… our customers
BvL plant worldwide
(only countries mark)
Product-Spectrum
Product spectrum

- From the small compact system until the automatic special solution
Top loaders & front loaders

Rotocleaner
Rotocleaner DT
Rotocleaner RW
Basket washing system: Compact
Basket washing system: Individual

DFS with portal

DFS with interlinking

Fully automated DFS
Troughput machine
Plant for large parts

Rotocleaner RW

Cycle type system
Standard only by BvL

- Measurement technology & control system Libelle

Libelle Fluid Control

Libelle Oil Control Solo
Energy saving

- 4 energy saving-packages for easy reduction of energy consumption
References
Plant: Rotocleaner AF 1000

- Customer: Benteler
- Branch: Automotive supplier
- Product to be cleaned: Fuel lines
Plant: Rotocleaner RH 1950 1T
- Customer: VW Kassel
- Branch: Automobile manufacturer
- Product to be cleaned: transport racks
Plant: Rotocleaner Mosel 480 2T

- Customer: APM Hydrosila
- Branch: Automotive supplier
- Product to be cleaned: aluminum housing
Plant: Rotocleaner Mosel 600 2T

- Customer: NordAlu
- Branch: general machinery
- Product to be cleaned: Aluminium parts
Plant: Rotocleaner Weser 800 2T

- Customer: Getrag China
- Branch: Automotive supplier
- Product to be cleaned: Transmission housing
Plant: Rotocleaner Weser 800 2T

- Customer: ZF Sachs Mexiko
- Branch: Automotive supplier
- Product to be cleaned: Converter
Plant: Rotocleaner DFS 800

- Customer: KSM Casting
- Branch: Automotive supplier
- Product to be cleaned: steering housing
Plant: Rotocleaner DFS 800 S 2T

- Customer: Daimler
- Branch: Automotive manufacturer
- Product to be cleaned: Abgaskrümmer
Plant: Rotocleaner FS 1000
- Customer: Kamaz
- Branch: Automotive manufacturer
- Product to be cleaned: Racks and housings
Plant: Rotocleaner DFS 800 S 2T – Dual chamber

- Customer: ZF
- Branch: Automotive supplier
- Product to be cleaned: Components for torque converters
Plant: Tunnel Machine

- Customer: Daimler Berlin
- Branch: Automotive manufacturer
- Product to be cleaned: Steering nuts
Plant: Tunnel Machine

- Customer: Volkswagen
- Branch: Automotive manufacturer
to be cleaned: cylinder head cover and oil pump
Plant: Tunnel Machine

- Customer: KSM Castings
- Branch: Automotive supplier
- Product to be cleaned: aluminum frame
Plant: Cycle Machine TAT - 2
- Customer: Daimler
- Branch: Automotive manufacturer
- Product to be cleaned: Racks and parts
Thank you for your attention!

BvL Oberflächentechnik GmbH, Emsbüren
www.bvl-group.de